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SurrogacyMumbai.com a new website launch by Rotunda-The Center for Human Reproduction. This site is
focused on the surrogacy and gives you complete insight into the different aspects of surrogacy services in
Mumbai India and there specialised staff at there surrogacy clinic in Mumbai.
Online PR News â€“ 01-July-2010 â€“ SurrogacyMumbai.com a new website launch by Rotunda-The Center
for Human Reproduction. This site is focused on the surrogacy and gives you complete insight into the
different aspects of surrogacy services in Mumbai India and there specialised staff at there surrogacy clinic in
Mumbai.They aim at providing comprehensive services related to Surrogacy and Egg Donation programs at
Surrogacy Clinic at Mumbai.
Â
Surrogacy Mumbai,at Rotunda -The Center for Human Reproduction are embarking upon a quiet revolution
regarding a secure, permissible, affordable, and frustration-free journey to parenthood. More and More
Overseas IVF Patient,couples,singles from abroad are coming to India to have children that are legally theirs
and avoiding the hassles and costs involved with adopting or having a surrogate in the
U.S.,UK,Canada,Australia.
Â
Surrogacy Mumbai at Rotunda Clinic offers Surrogacy program in India to people of all
nationalities.Gestational surrogacy services for ALl couples including same sex,lesbian and gay couples and
even single men and single women.They say now everyone can have baby with the help of Rotunda -The
Center for Human Reproduction.
Â
Website SurrogacyMumbai.com offers Surrogacy program in India, is professional setup of its kind in India,
providing comprehensive services related to Surrogacy and Egg Donation programs.They offer in India Indian
surrogates and Indian egg donors so that all can avail this facility to fulfill their dream of enjoying
parenthood,parenting with pride and having baby,making families with pride.
Â
Every one is aware that Rotunda-The Center for Human Reproduction ,best Surrogacy Center in India
provide a high-quality low-cost alternative to patients who in their home country cannot afford the surrogacy
procedure because of the high cost or long waiting lines.
Â
Think of surrogacy mumbai if you are thinking of surrogacy,Rent-a-womb,Outsourcing Surrogacy to
India,surrogate mothers,surrogate mother,surrogacy mother,gestational surrogacy,ivf surrogacy,donor egg
ivf,lgbt surrogacy,surrogacy law,surrogacy clinics,lgbt rights,surrogacytreatment,surrogacy laws,gay
parenting,ivf egg donation,fertility egg donation,egg donation pregnancy,sperm and egg donation,egg donor
babies,egg donor screening,egg donation clinics,select surrogate and egg donor,gestational surrogacy
definition,gestational surrogacy compensation,gestational surrogacy statistics,gestational surrogacy
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classifieds,ther are here to help you.
Â
There pregnancy rates are very high, because they can transfer more embryos in difficult patients (unlike
clinics in UK,USA,Canada and Australia, where the number of embryos which can be transferred is limited by
law).
Â
The most fascinating thing is that you dont have to come to India; you have to just send your sperm by The
Rotunda CryoShip Global service. They find an egg donor; They get your surrogate pregnant.You just go
down, pick up your baby, and go back home.
Â
Rotunda -The Center For Human Reproduction aims and offers a comprehensive range of infertility services
under one roof, and we are known for our innovation, integrity, medical and technical excellence,
personalized service, and consistent willingness to accept patients facing the most difficult medical
challenges.
Â
You can contact them at:
Â
http://www.surrogacymumbai.com
Rotunda-The Center for Human Reproduction
Telephone :+91 22 2640 5000
Fax :+91 22 2655 3000
Cell :+91 9920823399 / +91 9821618106
Â
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